Viscosity behaviour and persistence length of sodium xanthan in aqueous sodium chloride.
Zero-shear-rate intrinsic viscosities [eta] of sodium xanthan in aqueous NACl at 25 degrees C were determined for five samples ranging in weight- average molecular weight from 2 x 10(5) to 4 x 10(6) at salt concentrations Cs between 0.005 and 1 M, at which the polysaccharide maintains its double-helical structure. The measured [eta] for every sample was almost independent of Cs, in contrast to usual observations on flexible polyelectrolytes. The persistence length q of sodium xanthan was determined as a function of Cs by use of the theory of Yamakawa et al. for [eta] of an unperturbed worm-like cylinder, and from its Cs dependence the intrinsic persistence length q(o) ( = q at infinite ionic strength) was estimated to be 106 nm. This q(o) value was roughly twice as large as that of double-stranded DNA, indicating a high intrinsic rigidity of the xanthan double helix. The electrostatic contribution ( = q - q(o)) to q was only about 10% even at the lowest Cs of 0.005 M. Thus, it was concluded that above Cs = 0.005 M, the double- helical structure of sodium xanthan is hardly stiffened by electrostatic interactions between charged groups.